AFLV convenes more than 4,000 fraternity/sorority stakeholders for change-enabling, best-in-class experiences to accelerate progress in fraternity/sorority communities. This is a pivotal time to join like-minded organizations and shape the fraternal world.

**WHAT WE DO**

- AFLV brings together those who can make a positive impact.
- The AFLV community builds innovative solutions for old challenges.
- AFLV facilitates the exchange of ideas between all fraternal stakeholders.
- The AFLV community will create needed change in fraternity/sorority.
- Our communities grow stronger by learning from different cultures and organizations.

**WHO CAN SUBSCRIBE**

ANY (INTER)NATIONAL FRATERNAL ORGANIZATION

definitions subscription is complimentary
subscribers receive exclusive conference rates
conference rates set by number of logins needed
SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS

- Best rates for all AFLV experiences
- Access to all AFLV resources, including diversity, equity and inclusion content from industry and corporate experts
- Exclusive community-level research
- Annual list of AFLV experience attendees from your org
- Connect with members who are attending AFLV experiences
- Educational outlet for restricted educational funds
- Network of like-minded organizations and communities
- Stay updated on all things AFLV
- Progressive digital content and educational resources for ALL fraternal organizations
- Reinforce your educational initiatives with more of your student leaders

QUESTIONS?
Executive Director
Ryan O’Rourke
ryan@aflv.org
(970) 372-1174 ext. 2

HOW ORGS PARTNER

Organizations partner with us in a variety of ways, including:
- conference presenters
- conference attendees
- conference sponsors
- conference scholarship sponsors
- AFLV LeaderShape® scholarship sponsors
- educational content collaborators